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Giving opinions

1 Read the opinion essay. Is the writer for or against 
fast food?

2 Complete the essay in exercise 1 with the words in the 
list.

conclusion clear However don’t think opinion
believe say also

3 Correct the sentences.

I am agree that reality TV is very entertaining.

1 Personaly, I think it’s a good idea.

2 Are you agree with me?

3 For my opinion, eating chocolate is unhealthy.

4 Is clear that watching too much television is bad for 

you.

5 I no think that bull-fighting should be banned.

6 For conclusion, I think exams are necessary.

7 I’ll say that the quality of television is better than it 

used to be.

8 For me, Spanish food is the best in the world. 

4  Read another opinion essay. Match topic sentences A–E 
with paragraphs 1–5.

A Fast food plays an important role in society.

B In conclusion, I believe that fast food is a good thing for 
modern society.

C Another point to mention is the price.

D I agree that these days there are too many fast food 
restaurants.

E Let’s not forget the taste.

5 Write an opinion sentence about these topics. Try to 
introduce your opinion in a different way each time.

The minimum age for buying alcohol

I think the minimum age for buying alcohol should be eighteen.

1 Scientific experiments on animals

 

 

2 Reality shows like Big Brother

 

 

3 Smoking in public places

 

 

4 Adverts on TV

 

 

5 Mobile phones in cars

 

 

6 School uniform

 

 

Unit 3 Writing practice

Nowadays, when you walk through the centre of any 

city, you can see more fast food restaurants than 

ever before. 

 , I think this is very bad for 

society. 

In my (1)  , fast food is very boring 

and it is (2)  really unhealthy. In 

fact, I (3)  that it is responsible for 

the obesity problems that exist in many countries. 

Also, it is (4)  that fast food 

companies are extremely powerful and many small 

restaurants have to close down because of them.

I know that fast food has become very popular in 

recent years. I’d (5)  that this is 

because fast food is very convenient and, in modern 

life, people don’t have as much time to cook and eat 

as they used to.

In (6)  , I believe that fast food 

may be more convenient than fresh food, but it 

isn’t as healthy. Personally, I (7)  

children should eat fast food very often.

However

(1)  . However, I disagree that fast food is 

bad for society. 

(2)  . As its name suggests, fast food is 

quick. This is important in modern life where time is 

so valuable. 

(3)  . Personally, I think fast food is quite 

cheap. This is really important for teenagers who do 

not have much money to spend. 

(4)  . In my opinion, fast food is delicious. 

I’d say that companies have made an effort to 

improve the fl avour of the food. You can also get 

quite healthy fast food now, like salads. 

(5)  . I don’t think people should worry 

about eating it often. It isn’t bad for you.

D
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